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Abstract: This paper analyzes one of the most important power capture challenges of the DC
series–parallel collection system, called the power curtailment losses. The wind speed difference
between the series-connected turbines causes over- and under-voltage conditions in the output
voltage of the MVDC (medium-voltage DC) converters of the wind turbine. The power curtailment
losses caused by the upper-voltage tolerance levels of the MVDC converters of the wind turbines are
analyzed considering a redundancy-based upper-voltage limiting condition. This analysis emphasizes
the importance of choosing suitable voltage tolerance levels for the MVDC converters of wind turbines
based on the wind farm configuration. The annual energy curtailment losses are quantified and
evaluated by a comparative case study performed on a DC series–parallel-connected wind farm rated
at 200 MW with the redundancy-based upper-voltage limiting condition.

Keywords: offshore wind farms; DC series–parallel collection systems; power curtailment; redundancy;
over-voltage limits; wind turbine MVDC converters; DC wind farms

1. Introduction

Wind farms are located offshore for high-energy capture. The wind farm electrical
power system is categorized into two types [1]. One is the collection system and the
other is the transmission system. The collection system usually begins at the wind turbine
transformer. The wind turbine transformer steps up the turbine output voltage to collect
the system voltage. The aggregated power output of the individual wind turbines is
sent to the offshore platform via the medium-voltage submarine collection cables of the
collection system. The medium voltage is stepped up into transmission voltage by using
line-frequency transformers located on the offshore platform. Transmission systems usually
refer to the high-voltage transformers and the converter stations located on the offshore
platform, which are responsible for transmitting the generated offshore power to the
onshore grid. The power is transmitted to the onshore grid either using HVAC or HVDC
transmission cables, depending on the transmission distance. The HVDC transmission
has proven to be advantageous over AC transmission to transmit bulk and large power,
especially in offshore wind farms [2,3].

The line-frequency transformers and the HVDC converters occupy considerable space
on the offshore platforms. The power losses, construction, installation, and maintenance
costs of offshore wind farms increase because of several stages of power conversion and
voltage transformation, which occur between the wind farms and the onshore grid [4,5]. To
reduce these power losses and the cost of the offshore wind farm, DC collection and DC
transmission-based wind farms are currently being proposed [6–15].

In DC-based power collection systems of offshore wind farms, the wind turbine
outputs are connected to an AC–DC converter and medium-voltage high-frequency DC–DC
converters. Also in the offshore platform, the line-frequency transformers can be replaced
with high-power DC–DC converters.

There are various ways to realize DC collection and transmission systems for offshore
wind farms, which are explained in [8]. The DC series–parallel collection system is one of
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the specific configurations considered for DC-based offshore wind farms. In this, the DC
output voltages of the wind turbines are series-connected to raise the output voltage to the
HVDC transmission level. This arrangement eliminates the need for an offshore platform,
and additional power conversion stages are reduced.

However, DC series–parallel collection systems face a lot of challenges in terms of
insulation, operational, and control requirements [13–26]. Analyzing the operational and
control challenges of DC series–parallel collection systems for offshore wind farms is a
relatively new area of research. In DC series–parallel collection systems, variations in the
wind speed between the turbines cause the over- and under-voltage issues in the output
voltage of the MVDC converters of the wind turbines [20]. Some of the studies dealing
with the output-voltage variations in DC-based wind farms can be found in [21–26]. The
authors of [21] have performed a rigorous analysis of the output-voltage variations in a DC
wind farm and proposed a solution for using integrated storage measures to mitigate the
voltage variations with findings on the sizing of the energy storage requirement. However,
the cost–benefit analysis of the storage requirement is not evaluated further. The authors
of [22] propose a global control strategy to limit the over-voltage variations, which requires
communication tools between the wind farms and onshore converters. Reference [23]
proposes a solution to actively reduce the power generation from the wind turbine units
suffering wide-output-voltage variations. A topology design modification method is
proposed in [24] to limit the output-voltage variation issues of DC series–parallel wind
farms at the expense of additional protection devices and cabling requirements. A power
converter sizing framework for DC series wind farms has been reported in [25], which
demonstrated the methodology of power converter sizing with a case study carried out for
a 450 MW offshore wind farm.

In contrast to the aforementioned works on the DC series–parallel wind farms, the
focus of this paper is on analyzing one of the important operational challenges of DC
series–parallel wind farms. One method to reduce the over- and under-voltage is by
curtailing the useful turbine output powers, resulting in energy curtailment losses [26].
The authors of [26] analyzed the annual energy curtailment losses of a DC series–parallel
wind farm using a fixed upper-voltage tolerance level of 10% for the MVDC converter
output voltage. However, a redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level, concerning
the wind farm configurations can be proposed, which can be useful for minimizing the
power curtailment losses in some particular wind farm configurations. The different
configurations of the DC series–parallel wind farms concerning the number of series-
connected turbines and the number of parallel-connected strings and suitable upper-voltage
tolerance levels of MVDC converters, were found to be significant factors affecting the
curtailment losses. However, the existing literature does not address these issues by
giving a quantitative estimation of the curtailment losses with respect to the wind farm
configuration and suitable voltage tolerance levels of MVDC converters. This particular
analysis has been reported in this paper for estimating the curtailment losses of a 200 MW
DC series–parallel wind farm and it has also been illustrated that the suitable upper-
voltage tolerance levels and wind farm configurations had significant impacts on the
curtailment losses. This quantitative estimation of the energy curtailment losses concerning
wind farm configurations will be useful for determining the optimal configuration of DC
series–parallel wind farms.

2. DC Series–Parallel Collection System Configuration

The configuration of the DC series–parallel connected wind farm is shown in Figure 1a.
A PMSG (Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator)-based wind power conversion
system is considered. The output of the wind turbine converter is connected to an AC–DC
converter and a medium-voltage DC (MVDC) converter as shown in Figure 1b. The MVDC
converter steps up the DC output voltage wind turbine to the collection bus voltage.
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Figure 1. (a) DC series–parallel collection system. (b) Generators and power conversion components
in an individual wind turbine.

In a pure single DC series system, all the ‘n’ turbines are connected in the series
(no. of strings ‘m’ = 1 for a single string; case similar to that shown in Figure 2). In DC
series–parallel collection systems, the ‘m’ numbers of strings are connected in parallel. V
refers to the string voltage, which is built by the individual DC output voltage of the ‘n’
number of the series-connected MVDC converters of the wind turbines. This string voltage
V provides the required HVDC transmission voltage on the offshore side.
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Figure 2. Representation of one string of DC series–parallel offshore wind farms (it is assumed that
P1 ≥ P2 ≥ · · · ≥ Pn ).

Neglecting the voltage drop in the cables, the DC voltage is maintained as (see Figure 2)

V = nV n (1)

n: Number of wind turbines in any single string.
V n: Nominal voltage of MVDC converter of the wind turbine.
V: String voltage.
The output voltage of the ith MVDC converter of the wind turbine in any single string

is given by:

Vi =
Pi

∑n
i=1 Pi

V (2)
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Pi: Power output of the ith turbine.
∑n

i=1 Pi : Total string power.
In DC series–parallel collection systems, if the wind speed experienced by all the

series-connected wind turbines in a string remains the same, the output voltages of the
MVDC converters of wind turbines will be equal. In the case of wind speed inconsistencies
between the series-connected turbines, the string voltage will be shared in proportion to the
output power of the turbines, as shown in Equation (2). Here, it is assumed that the string
voltage is kept constant by the grid side converter. The DC output voltage of the individual
wind turbine is decided by the difference in the power output of the wind turbines.

The individual wind turbines in the series-connected string are expected to experience
different wind speeds due to the different downwind distances adopted by the individual
wind farms, the geometrical constraints, the wind speed variations caused by the wake
effect, etc. As a result of this, the individual wind turbine DC output voltage is expected
to vary widely depending on the wind speed differences between the individual wind
turbines. The MVDC converters are designed to operate with a nominal output voltage
with (typically ±5–±10%) some tolerance levels. When the output power of the individual
turbines varies by a large amount, some of the MVDC converters will be subjected to
an over-voltage condition. Some of the MVDC converters will reach their under-voltage
tolerance levels. The relationship between the over- and under-voltage conditions, the
number of series wind turbines connected in a string, and their power output differences
are derived in [26]. To maintain the output voltage within the specified upper and lower
tolerance levels, the output power of some wind turbines needs to be curtailed, which leads
to energy curtailment losses.

The curtailment losses depend on the voltage tolerance levels of the MVDC converters.
This paper compares and evaluates the power curtailment losses with fixed upper-voltage
tolerance levels and redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels for the MVDC con-
verters of the wind turbines concerning the wind farm configurations of DC series–parallel-
connected offshore wind farms. Based on the performed analysis, useful conclusions
regarding wind farm configurations and curtailment losses have been identified.

2.1. Effect of Voltage Tolerance Levels of MVDC Converters on Energy Curtailment

In DC series–parallel collection systems, the power output differences between the
series-connected turbines are due to the inconsistencies in the wind speed experienced by
the wind turbines. The wind speed variations are mostly caused by wake effects [27–29].
Due to wake effects, wind leaving the turbine has a lower energy content than the wind
upstream of the turbine, so the downstream wind turbines experience a reduced wind
speed. The wake effect reduces the energy production of the wind farm. According to [28]
a turbine spacing of 4–8 rotor diameters will cause a power loss of 5–15% of the total
wind farm power output due to wake effects. The Horns rev offshore wind farm data
measurement collected by [29] shows that the downwind turbines experience a reduction
in the wind speed in the range of 15–20% compared to the upwind turbines.

The power output differences between the series-connected turbines decide the dis-
tribution of the output DC voltages in the MVDC converters of the wind turbine. A large
difference in the power output will result in wide voltage variations in the output voltage
of the wind turbine MVDC converters. To maintain the output voltage of the MVDC
converters within the allowed tolerance, the useful output power of the wind turbines
needs to be curtailed. The relationship between the output-voltage tolerance levels of the
wind turbine MVDC converters and the different power outputs of the series-connected
wind turbines are derived in [26] as

∑n
i=2(P1 − Pi)

∑n
i=1 Pi

> α (3)

P1: Power output of the first wind turbine in a string (refer to Figure 2)
α: Output-voltage tolerance level of wind turbine MVDC converter
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Thus, if ∑n
i=2(P1−Pi)

∑n
i=1 Pi

≤ α, the output voltages of all MVDC converters will be below
the upper limit and no over-voltage occurs. This has been derived in [26] as a condition
relating to the upper-voltage tolerance levels, the total string power, and the power output
differences of the wind turbines.

The amount of power that needs to be curtailed is greater if the difference in the
power output of the series-connected turbines is large, with fixed upper-voltage tolerance
levels. This category is considered the fixed upper-voltage tolerance levels of wind turbine
MVDC converters.

In DC series–parallel collection systems, the required string voltage is built by the
series connection of the wind turbines in the string, which means that all the wind turbines
must be available to build the required string voltage. This cannot be assured by providing
fixed upper-voltage tolerance levels for the MVDC converters of the wind turbine in the
event of losing the wind turbines. The upper-voltage tolerance levels can also be defined
according to the redundancy requirements to avoid a loss of useful power caused by a
condition called string failure, which is explained below.

2.2. Defining Upper-Voltage Tolerance Levels by Redundancy Requirements

To identify the required upper-voltage tolerance levels by the redundancy require-
ments, a condition called string failure is defined [30] in DC series–parallel collection
systems. This refers to a condition, in which the series-connected wind turbines’ output
DC voltages cannot build up the string voltage. The string failure condition might occur
due to the wind turbine failures in the series-connected string or the inability of the wind
turbine to produce output power due to some internal fault conditions or maintenance
requirements. For DC series wind farms with a single string, the string failure would
affect the entire wind farm and for DC series–parallel wind farms, the particular failed
string needs to be bypassed [16] to continue the wind farm operation with the remaining
parallel-connected strings. In addition to the power curtailments caused by the output
power differences between the series-connected turbines, the string failure can also result
in a loss of useful output power in DC series–parallel wind farms.

DC-based offshore wind farms with series–parallel power collection systems are still
not a fully-developed technology and feasibility studies on analyzing the different opera-
tional and control challenges of DC series–parallel collection systems are being continuously
studied in the literature. The focus of the paper is on quantifying the curtailment losses,
which are considered to be one of the important operational challenges of DC series–parallel
offshore wind farms. The possibility of bypassing faulty wind turbines is reported in the
previous literature using bypassing diodes [16] and circuit breakers [24]. So, in keeping the
main focus on estimating and quantifying the curtailment losses, a suitable assumption
is made in which the wind farm can continue to be in operation by bypassing the faulty
wind turbine. However, the practical realization of this aspect is not considered in detail in
the present work as this analysis and expertise on bypassing faulty wind turbines would
diverge from the main focus of the paper.

To avoid the loss of useful power caused by the string failure conditions, an ‘n − 1’
criterion of redundancy can be considered for each string. For this, the string voltage can
be maintained even if any single wind turbine in the string is unavailable, i.e., the string
voltage can still be maintained by an n − 1 wind turbine by providing suitable upper-
voltage levels for the MVDC converters of the turbine. The failure of a single wind turbine
of any string increases the DC output voltage of other wind turbines and compensates for
the failed wind turbine in contributing to the string voltage.

The tolerance levels in the output voltages (α) of wind turbine MVDC converters can
be chosen using the ‘n − 1’ criterion of redundancy for the ‘n’ number of wind turbines in
a string, the string voltage (V), and the nominal output voltage of the wind turbine MVDC
(Vn) converter with nmax set equal to one.

nmax = f loor[n −
(

V
(1 + α)Vn

)
] (4)
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This means that if the number of wind turbines lost is more than nmax, this would
cause a string failure condition.

Now, based on the above equation, the upper-voltage tolerance level for the wind
turbine MVDC converters α can be derived, considering an ‘n − 1’ criterion for the re-
dundancy condition in each string. This means that wind turbine MVDC converters are
sufficiently over-rated (with their α decided by the number of series-connected turbines in
a string), such that there is no possibility for a string failure with the failure of a single wind
turbine in any string. This method will be termed as the specification of upper-voltage
tolerance levels with respect to the ‘n − 1’ criterion for the redundancy requirement.

Providing a redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level for wind turbine MVDC
converters is useful for reducing the loss of power caused by a string failure. This is
also beneficial when considering the energy curtailment losses caused by the huge power
difference among the series-connected turbines. The upper-voltage tolerance level in this
category depends on the number of series-connected turbines and the string voltage of
each string.

2.3. String Voltage Limits

In the discussions presented so far, the string voltage (which is the required HVDC
transmission voltage) is assumed to be maintained at a constant by the onshore grid
converter. However, allowing a small string voltage tolerance level was found to reduce
the curtailment losses caused by power differences among the series-connected wind
turbines. The authors of [26] explained that a 25% reduction in the string voltage tolerance
levels helped to decrease the energy curtailment losses despite the small increase in the
losses of the wind turbine MVDC converter and inter-array collection cables. However,
variable string voltage tolerance levels can necessitate special control requirements in
the case of DC series–parallel collection systems. This is because of the requirement for
all parallel-connected strings to maintain the same string voltage in order to avoid the
circulating currents.

3. Calculation of Power Curtailment Losses

The steps involved in the calculation of the energy curtailment losses are listed below.

1. The windfarm layout for the DC series–parallel collection system is defined with
respect to the number of wind turbines connected in the series, the number of strings
connected in parallel, and the horizontal and vertical distances between the wind turbines.

2. By using the well-known wake model developed by Jensen [31], the wind speed
differences among the series-connected turbines are calculated considering both single
and multiple wake effects. This has been carried out for the wind speeds ranging from
the cut-in wind speed to the cut-out wind speed, taking into account the different
wind direction sectors.

3. The wind speed of each wind turbine in the string is calculated using step 2, and the
output power of each wind turbine is calculated. The power outputs are assumed to
be at the rated values beyond the rated speeds.

4. The output power differences of the series-connected wind turbines decides the
MVDC output voltage of the series-connected wind turbines in each case. Now,
considering the ‘n − 1’ redundancy requirement in Equation (4), the upper-voltage
tolerance levels for the wind turbine MVDC converter are identified. This factor varies
concerning the configuration of the considered wind farms, depending on the number
of wind turbines connected in the series.

5. The quantity of the required power curtailment in order to maintain the identified
upper-voltage tolerance levels of the wind turbine MVDC converter is calculated.
This has been explained in [26] with respect to the different power curtailment modes.
This has been carried out for all the strings in the wind farm for each combination of
the wind speed and wind direction sectors. The total power curtailment losses of the
wind farm are calculated as
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Pcurt = ∑
θ

∑
Vw

m

∑
j=1

Pic (α) (5)

Pcurt: Total power curtailment losses of the wind farm.
Vw: Wind speed.
θ: Sectors of wind direction.
m: Number of strings.
Pic: Total amount of power curtailment losses in each string.
Pic is the total amount of power curtailed in each string to avoid over-voltage of wind

turbine MVDC converters, which depends on the given output-voltage tolerance levels of
the wind turbine MVDC converters.

6. The energy curtailment losses can be estimated using the total power curtailment
losses of the wind farms calculated in the previous step.

Ecurt = T ∑
θ

∑
Vw

Pcurt piqj (6)

Ecurt: Total energy curtailment losses of the wind farm
T: Duration of the period considered.
pi: Weibull probability function of the wind speed.
qj: Wind rose probability distribution of wind direction.

4. Case Study for Different Configurations of DC Series–Parallel Wind Farms

The case study considers a wind farm with DC series–parallel collection systems. The
wind farm has 20 wind turbines each with a power output of 10 MW. The wind turbine
parameters are shown in Table 1, which is based on the FINO 3 wind farm [32–34].

Table 1. Wind turbine parameters [32–34].

Parameter 10 MW DTU Wind Turbine [32–34]

Cut-in wind speed 4 m/s

Rated wind speed 11.4 m/s

Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s

Rotor diameter 178.3 m

Rated power 10 MW

This case study considered four different cases with several series-connected turbines
and parallel-connected strings. The aim of this case study is to identify the impact of wind
farm configurations on the number of power curtailments with the considered voltage
tolerance levels of the MVDC converters. Depending on the number of series-connected
turbines, the HVDC transmission output voltage varies. In an individual wind farm config-
uration, a constant HVDC voltage is expected to be maintained by the power electronic
converters of the onshore grid.

The wind turbine MVDC converter has a nominal output voltage of 30 kV and the
string voltage is determined by the number of series-connected turbines in each case. The
configurations of the wind farms used for the case study are shown in Figure 3. The first
case of a wind farm configuration has all 20 wind turbines connected in a single string
(20 × 1), as shown in Figure 3a. With the wind turbine MVDC converters having a nominal
voltage of 30 kV, the string voltage adds up to 600 kV for the 20 series-connected turbines.
This is called a pure single DC series wind farm. Case 2 (10 × 2) considers 2 strings with
10 turbines connected in a series in each string, as shown in Figure 3b. In this case, the
string voltage adds up to 300 kV. Case 3 considers (5 × 4) four strings with five turbines
connected in series in each string and a string voltage of 150 kV, as illustrated in Figure 3c.
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Case 4 (4 × 5) considers five strings with four turbines connected in a series in each string
and a string voltage of 120 kV, as shown in Figure 3d.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the wind farms considered for the case study with DC series–parallel
collection systems. (a) 20 × 1 turbines (pure DC series wind farm with a single string and 20 turbines
connected in a series, HVDC voltage: 600 kV) (b) 10 × 2 turbines (DC series–parallel wind farm with
2 strings and each string with 10 series-connected turbines, HVDC voltage: 300 kV) (c) 5 × 4 turbines
(DC series–parallel wind farm with 4 strings and each string with 5 series-connected turbines, HVDC
voltage: 150 kV) (d) 4 × 5 turbines (DC series–parallel wind farm with 5 strings and each string
with 4 series-connected turbines, HVDC voltage: 120 kV). (e) Generators and power conversion
components in an individual wind turbine.

4.1. Upper-Voltage Tolerance Levels for Wind Turbine MVDC Converters

The upper-voltage tolerance levels of MVDC converters in the wind turbines are
placed into two categories. One is to provide a fixed upper-voltage tolerance level of 10%
in all four cases considered.

In the other category, the upper-voltage tolerance levels are defined according to
‘n − 1’ redundancy criterion from Equation (4) corresponding to Vn = 30 kV. For example,
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corresponding to case 1 with 20 × 1 turbines, n = 20, Vn = 30 kV, and V = 600 kV, according
to Equation (4), the required α for nmax = 1 can be found as 5.3%.

Table 2 shows the upper-voltage tolerance levels of all four cases as decided by the
redundancy requirements. Table 2 shows that for the case with a pure single DC series
system, the redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level is smaller than the fixed upper-
voltage tolerance level of 10%. Similarly, in case 2 with 10 wind turbines connected in a
series, the redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level is closer to the fixed upper-
voltage tolerance level. This means that with a greater number of series-connected wind
turbines, the upper-voltage tolerance levels can be chosen either equal to or close to the
fixed upper-voltage tolerance level, rather than choosing an ‘n − 1’ redundancy condition.

Table 2. Upper-voltage tolerance levels are specified by redundancy.

Cases 20 × 1
V = 600 kV

10 × 2
V = 300 kV

5 × 4
V = 150 kV

4 × 5
V = 120 kV

Upper-voltage tolerance levels of
wind turbine MVDC converters

Vn (1 + α)
31.6 kV 33.3 kV 37.5 kV 40 kV

α 5.3% 11% 25% 33.3%

It can also be seen that the required redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels
increase with the smaller numbers of series-connected turbines. This can be seen in the case
with 5 turbines connected in a series, where the redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance
level is 25%, as well as in the case with 4 wind turbines connected in a series, where the
upper-voltage tolerance level is 33.3%. The required upper-voltage tolerance levels are very
high for the smaller numbers of series-connected turbines in cases 3 and 4 compared to
those in cases 1 and 2.

4.2. Comparision of Energy Curtailment Losses with Fixed and Redundancy-Based Upper-Voltage
Tolerance Levels

Using the steps in Section 4, an evaluation of the curtailment losses is carried out for
the number of strings considered in the configuration of each wind farm considered in the
case study. The wind speed probability distribution data uses the references from [32–34].
The Weibull parameters used are k = 2.25 and C = 11.2 m/s. The wind rose probability data
of the FINO3 reference wind farm obtained from [34] are used for the evaluation of the
power curtailment losses for the wind farm configurations considered in the case study.

The decay constant of the wake model used is 0.04. In wake models, the decay constant
represents the effects of atmospheric stability and is set to 0.075 for onshore and 0.04 for
offshore applications [27–29]. For the thrust coefficients, we use the reference data from [33].
The thrust coefficient in the wake model is associated with the thrust force and air density. It
is a wind-turbine-specific constant and is usually manufacturer-specified. The wind speeds
between the cut-in wind speed and the cut-out wind speed are considered. The number of
incoming wind directions is considered to be 12 with 30◦ sectors of wind directions.

The case study has been conducted using MATLAB-based computations. MATLAB
script files have been written to estimate the wind speed of the individual wind turbines
following the prescribed wake models. Once the wind speed of the individual wind
turbines in the string is estimated, the curtailment losses were evaluated using another
set of MATLAB script files for all the wind speeds and wind direction sectors. Finally, the
curtailment losses were estimated using the probability distribution function of the wind
speeds and the wind directional sectors considered.

Table 3 compares the annual energy curtailment (AEC) losses using the fixed upper-
voltage tolerance level of 10% and a redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level. With
a fixed upper-voltage tolerance level of 10% for the wind turbine MVDC converter, the
AEC losses are in the range of 0.28% to 1.95% for the DC series–parallel wind farm with a
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200 MW capacity, depending on the number of series-connected turbines. For cases 1 and 2,
the AEC losses were 0.28% and 0.51%, respectively.

Table 3. Evaluation and comparison of AEC losses (using nominal string voltage).

Annual Energy Production for a 200 MW DC Wind Farm: 960.02 GWh.

Losses in GWh (%)

20 × 1
V = 600 kV

10 × 2
V = 300 kV

5 × 4
V = 150 kV

4 × 5
V = 120 kV

AEC losses with a fixed
upper-voltage tolerance level

(10%) for wind turbine
MVDC converters

2.7154
(0.28%)

4.8695
(0.51%)

16.9492
(1.77%)

18.7045
(1.95%)

AEC losses with
redundancy-based upper-voltage
tolerance levels for wind turbine

MVDC converters

2.8662
(0.30%)

4.8089
(0.50%)

10.5349
(1.10%)

10.1851
(1.07%)

The curtailment losses for cases 3 and 4 were 1.77% and 1.95%, respectively. Here, the
power curtailment losses need to be calculated for the different sectors of wind direction.
The curtailment losses increase with a greater number of parallel-connected strings because
a greater number of upwind turbines in each string needs to undergo an output power
curtailment to maintain the output-voltage tolerance levels.

Further, the energy curtailment losses were estimated for the redundancy-based upper-
voltage tolerance level. The AEC losses corresponding to the upper-voltage tolerance levels
specified in Table 2 are estimated.

For the wind farm configurations corresponding to case 1 (20 × 1), the upper-voltage
tolerance level of the wind turbine MVDC converter is 5.3%, which is less than the consid-
ered fixed upper-voltage tolerance level of 10%. So, the curtailment losses for the wind
farm in case 1 with the ‘n − 1’ redundancy condition is higher compared to the 10% fixed
upper-voltage tolerance level.

For the wind farm configurations corresponding to case 2 (10 × 2), the upper-voltage
tolerance levels of the wind turbine MVDC converters is 11%, which is closer to the
considered fixed upper-voltage tolerance level of 10%. So, the curtailment losses for the
case 2 wind farm with the ‘n − 1’ redundancy condition are nearly equal to the 10%
upper-voltage tolerance level.

The energy curtailment losses were reduced from 1.77% to 1.1% in case 3 and 1.95% to
1.07% in case 4 using the redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level compared to the
10% fixed upper-voltage tolerance level.

The results show that the redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level was not
of much use in cases 1 and 2. If there is more flexibility to choose an upper-voltage
tolerance level that is higher than the fixed upper-voltage tolerance level, the configurations
in cases 3 and 4 could be preferred over cases 1 and case 2. Under such conditions, for
cases 1 and 2, the redundancy can be increased from n − 1 to n − 2. This means that
the nmax in Equation (4) can be chosen as 2. With this value of nmax, it is possible to
build the string voltage using the wind turbine MVDC converters even with a failure of
two turbines in any single string. So, this will increase the reliability of the configurations
in cases 1 and 2. The AEC losses corresponding to the fixed upper-voltage tolerance levels
and the redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels are plotted in Figure 4.
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for different wind farm configurations.

The effects of varying the string voltage limits on the AEC losses are shown for both the
fixed and redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels in Table 4. Reducing the string
voltage by 25% (this would require an appropriate over-current rating for the collections
cables) can help to decrease the AEC losses. The authors in [26] have demonstrated that
the reduction in the AEC losses was higher when compared to the increase in the losses of
the collection cables and wind turbine MVDC converters. A similar trend to the results in
Table 3 can also be observed in the results in Table 4.

Table 4. Evaluation and comparison of AEC losses (using 25% reduction in string voltage).

Annual Energy Production for a 200 MW DC Wind Farm: 960.02 GWh.

Losses in GWh (%)

20 × 1
V = 600 kV

10 × 2
V = 300 kV

5 × 4
V = 150 kV

4 × 5
V = 120 kV

AEC losses with a fixed
upper-voltage tolerance level

(10%) for wind turbine
MVDC converters

1.8977
(0.20%)

3.1880
(0.33%)

5.4676
(0.57%)

5.9247
(0.62%)

AEC losses with
redundancy-based upper-voltage
tolerance levels for wind turbine

MVDC converters

2.0557
(0.21%)

3.1307
(0.33%)

3.3706
(0.35%)

2.6947
(0.28%)

This paper has carried out a comparative evaluation of fixed upper-voltage tolerance
levels and redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels for the MVDC converters of
a DC series–parallel offshore wind farm. This study has discussed the following important
observations regarding the wind farm configurations for DC series–parallel collection systems.

1. DC-based wind farms with a greater number of series-connected turbines and a
smaller number of parallel-connected strings (cases 1 and 2) can be designed with
fixed upper-voltage tolerance levels. The curtailment losses were evaluated to be
similar in the comparative study by considering fixed upper-voltage tolerance levels
and redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels for the MVDC converters of a
DC series–parallel offshore wind farm. Hence, these configurations can be designed
with fixed nominal upper-voltage tolerance levels, without oversizing the MVDC
converters of the DC series–parallel wind farms.

2. DC-based wind farm configurations with a greater number of parallel-connected
strings and a smaller number of series-connected turbines (cases 3 and 4) can be
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designed with redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels. The curtailment
losses were evaluated to be lower with redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance
levels in the comparative study between fixed upper-voltage tolerance levels and
redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels for the MVDC converters of a DC
series–parallel offshore wind farm. Hence, these configurations need to be designed
with a redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance level, which makes it essential to
oversize the MVDC converters of the DC series–parallel wind farms.

This study illustrates the importance of choosing the required upper-voltage toler-
ance levels of wind turbine MVDC converters, taking into account the number of series-
connected turbines in each case so as to minimize the curtailment losses and also avoid a
loss of power caused by string failure conditions.

5. Conclusions

The power output differences between the series-connected wind turbines and the
output-voltage tolerance levels of wind turbine MVDC converters are critical parameters
in DC series collection systems as they decide the amount of power to be curtailed in order
to maintain the wind turbine MVDC converters’ voltages within the allowable tolerance
levels. The AEC losses are analyzed and quantified for a 200 MW DC series–parallel wind
farm with fixed upper-voltage and redundancy-based upper-voltage tolerance levels of
the wind turbine MVDC converters by considering different wind farm configurations.
The curtailment losses are found to be reduced using the redundancy-based upper-voltage
tolerance levels for DC series–parallel wind farms compared to the pure, single DC series
wind farms. Novel DC-based wind farm power collection systems can be considered
alternative feasible topologies for achieving a reduced footprint and size for offshore wind
farms by eliminating redundant power conversion stages and offshore platforms. Hence, it
is necessary to perform a curtailment analysis study similar to the one reported in this paper
to understand the operational challenges of DC-based wind farms and provide possible
solutions by analyzing different wind farm configurations. These initial results are useful
for performing further research on identifying optimal wind farm configurations for DC
series–parallel power collection systems.
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